Analysis of genetic divergence between closely related lines of chickens.
The aim of the present study was to characterize genetic diversity within and differentiation between 5 closely related lines of Japanese-native chickens, the Nagoya breed, based on microsatellite polymorphisms. For 5 Nagoya lines, the mean number of alleles per locus, the observed heterozygosity, the expected heterozygosity, and the inbreeding coefficient within a line ranged from 2.35 to 2.85, from 0.385 to 0.507 (average = 0.438), from 0.404 to 0.480 (average = 0.433), and from -0.056 to 0.074, respectively. These results indicated that Nagoya lines have moderate levels of genetic diversity and no severe inbreeding signatures. Genetic differentiations between pairs of lines (pairwise F(ST)) ranged from 0.0224 to 0.2500. The lowest differentiation was found between 2 lines that were divided into distinct lines about 10 years ago. Genetic clustering analyses, the neighbor-joining tree constructed from genetic distances of the proportion of shared alleles and the Bayesian model-based clustering, were carried out based on multilocus genotypes of individuals. The results suggested that Nagoya lines were genetically distinct from commercial gene pools (broilers and white- and brown-egg layers) and that the Nagoya breed is a unique genetic resource. The results from the present study have the potential to contribute to future breeding and management of lines of the Nagoya breed.